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ABSTRACT

Forest canopies are semi-transparent to microwaves at

both, L- and P-Band. Thus, potentially, a number of scatter-

ing sources and different types of scattering mechanisms may

contribute to a single range cell of a SAR image. By appro-

priately combining SAR data of multiple parallel flight paths

a large two-dimensional aperture is synthesized which allows

for tomographic imaging of the three-dimensional structure

of such semi-transparent media.

Using a time-domain back-projection based focusing

algorithm in combination with three tomographic focus-

ing techniques (multi-look standard beamforming, robust

Capon beamforming, and MUSIC) a 3D volume containing

a forested area has been tomographically imaged at L- and

P-band.

In this paper, an analysis of the two fully-polarimetric to-

mographic SAR data sets with respect to the localization of

scattering sources and scattering mechanisms is given. In par-

ticular, the 3D data is examined regarding the performance of

the three different tomographic focusing techniques, as well

as for both, the two frequency bands and the different polari-

metric channels.

Index Terms— SAR Tomography, Multibaseline SAR,

Beamforming, Capon, MUSIC, E-SAR, L-Band, P-Band

1. INTRODUCTION

Research towards improving the knowledge about the backscat-

tering behavior of forests with the goal of estimating biophys-

ical parameters by means of synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

tomography has become a major topic within the SAR re-

mote sensing community [1–3]. With prospective spaceborne

SAR remote sensing missions BIOMASS and Tandem-L at

P-band and L-band these frequency bands have even gained

in importance.

In September 2006, an airborne SAR campaign has been

flown by the German Aerospace Center’s E-SAR system over

a test site in Switzerland [4], where two fully polarimetric

tomographic data sets (P-band and L-band) of a partially

forested area have been taken (see Table 1 for the sensor

P-band L-band
Carrier frequency 350 MHz 1.3 GHz

Chirp bandwidth 70 MHz 94 MHz

Sampling rate 100 MHz 100 MHz

PRF 500 Hz 400 Hz

Ground speed 90 m/s 90 m/s

No. of data tracks 11+1 16+1

Nominal track spacing dn 57 m 14 m

Horizontal baselines 40 m 10 m

Vertical baselines 40 m 10 m

Synthetic aperture in

normal direction L
570 m 210 m

Nominal resolution in

normal direction δn
3 m 2 m

Approx. unambiguous height H 30 m 30 m

Table 1. E-SAR system specifications and nominal parame-

ters of the tomographic acquisition patterns.

specifications and a summary of the parameters which char-

acterize the tomographic data sets).

Meanwhile, an analysis of the localization of the main

back-scattering elements obtained by means of tomographic

processing of the two (L- and P-band) airborne fully-polari-

metric multibaseline SAR data sets of a forested area using

three different focusing techniques (MLBF, Capon, MUSIC)

has been carried out.

In this paper, the processing approach is sketched and ex-

cerpts from the data analysis are presented.

In particular, we have (1) included a full three-dimensional

image of the forest obtained from the L-band tomographic

data set and having applied the Multiple Signal Classifica-

tion method (see Fig. 1) for focusing in the normal direction;

(2) vertical slices through the volume are presented for the

L-band case and all focusing methods employed (MLBF,

Capon, and MUSIC) (see Fig. 2); (3) the tomographic focus-

ing performance is shown for both wavelengths and the three

focusing methods, respectively, (see Fig. 3) and (4) vertical

profiles of the back-scattering amplitude for both the P-band

and the L-band data set are given (see Fig. 4).



Fig. 1. Tomographic image (3D voxel plot) of a partially

forested area obtained from combined TDBP and MUSIC

beamforming of polarimetric airborne repeat-pass multibase-

line SAR data at L-band. For better visual appearance each

channel has been scaled individually. Red (HH), green (HV),

blue (VV). Low intensity = high transparency of the voxel.

Fig. 2. Vertical slice through 3D volume of a forested area

obtained from the polarimetric multibaseline L-Band data set

using all (16) data tracks. Red (HH), green (HV), blue (VV).

Top: Multi-look beamforming, middle: robust Capon beam-

forming, bottom: MUSIC. Greyed area indicates ambiguous

target region.

2. TOMOGRAPHIC FOCUSING

2.1. Multi-Look Standard Beamforming

The standard multi-look beamforming approach has been ap-

plied using the time-domain back-projection based approach

described in [5].

2.2. Multiple Signal Classification

In the following the main steps to compute the location of the

scatterers based on MUSIC [6] is given:

1. Calculate the sample covariance matrix R.

2. Calculate the eigen-decomposition of the sample co-

variance matrix

R = UDUH (1)

3. Permute the elements of the matrices such that the

eigenvalues in D are sorted in nonincreasing order:

γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ ... ≥ γK ; the matrix of eigenvectors U is

adjusted accordingly.

4. Set a threshold for the eigenvalue that separates the

signal- and the noise-subspace, respectively.

5. Estimate the locations of the sources by evaluating

P̂M =
1

aHGGHa
(2)

where G = [up+1...uK ] contains the eigenvectors that

span the noise space, and a is the steering vector.

2.3. Robust Capon Beamforming

While the MUSIC algorithm possesses an inherent robustness

against steering vector errors, as has been shown in [7], in

the case of the Capon beamformer, an improved resolution

and a better reduction of the sidelobes can either be obtained

if the steering vector is calibrated perfectly, or, if the Capon

beamformer is extended in such a way that the unknown true

steering vector a is estimated along with the power PC .

Li et al. [8] and Stoica et al. [9] have proposed such a ro-

bust version of the Capon beamformer that can still be solved

in an efficient manner. Their approach has been adopted in

this paper for robust Capon beamforming and in the follow-

ing we indicate the steps to compute the robust Capon beam-

former. The computation of the robust Capon beamformer

consists of the following steps:

1. Determine the eigen-decomposition of the sample co-

variance matrix R

R = UDUH (3)

and set

b = UH ā. (4)

2. Solve
K∑

m=1

|bm|2
(1 + λγm)2

= ε (5)
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Fig. 3. Impulse Response obtained from an in-scene trihedral reflector
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Fig. 4. Example of a vertical amplitude profile for multi-look standard beamforming at L-band and P-band for the polarimetric

channels HH, VH, and VV. The ground level has been adjusted for each voxel according to an accurate digital elevation

model obtained from airborne laser scanning. The local maxima that occur above 25 m above ground are due to the limited

unambiguous height.

for the Lagrange multiplier λ, given the fact, that

there is a unique solution in the interval [λlow, λup]
[see [10]], where

λlow =
‖ā‖ − √

ε

γ1
√

ε
, λup =

‖ā‖ − √
ε

γK
√

ε
(6)

3. Calculate an estimate of the unknown steering vector a

a = ā − U(I + λD)−1b. (7)

4. The estimated power finally yields [10]

PC =
‖a‖2

KaHR−1a
=

aHa
KaHUD−1UHa

. (8)

3. DISCUSSION

We have successfully produced tomographic 3D images of a

forested area (400 m x 900 m) obtained from airborne multi-



baseline SAR data at L- and P-band using three techniques,

(1) multi-look beamforming, (2) robust Capon beamforming,

and (3) MUSIC for the focusing in the normal direction. To

the authors’ knowledge, for the first time tomographic images

of a single test site are now available at both, P- and L-band,

obtained from two quasi-synchronous missions (time-span:

1 day). Excerpts of the 3D data sets and analyses thereof

were presented in this paper. The performance of the fo-

cusing approaches has been demonstrated by means of the

impulse responses obtained from an in-scene corner reflec-

tor. Both, MUSIC and robust Capon beamforming show their

super-resolution properties and an improved side lobe reduc-

tion compared to the multi-look beamforming method. How-

ever, the true spectral power signal and the coherent character

of the image are lost. Thus, MUSIC and robust Capon beam-

forming are the methods of choice rather for target detec-

tion purposes than for a further analysis of the back-scattering

mechanisms.

The profiles of the normalized amplitudes show a striking

difference in terms of the location of dominant back-scatterers

for the two wavelengths: at L-band, back-scattering from the

canopy is present for all polarizations, whereas, at P-band

only the HV channel exhibits a (very moderate) local max-

imum at the canopy level.

However, in both cases, L- and P-band, the minimum in

all profiles is found between canopy and ground surface, the

minimum being more distinct in the L-band case, though.

Interestingly enough, at L-band not only the HH and

the VV channel but also the HV channel shows a consid-

erable back-scattering contribution at the ground level. In

the P-band case, back-scattering occurs predominantly at the

ground level for all channels.

The results and discussion part will be extended in the

final paper.
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